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ABSTRACT
Molecular polarization at aqueous interfaces involves fast degrees of freedom that are often averaged-out in atomistic-modeling approaches.
The resulting effective interactions depend on a specific environment, making explicit account of molecular polarizability particularly
important in solutions with pronounced anisotropic perturbations, including solid/liquid interfaces and external fields. Our work concerns
polarizability effects in nanoscale confinements under electric field, open to an unperturbed bulk environment. We model aqueous molecules
and ions in hydrophobic pores using the Gaussian-charge-on-spring BK3-AH representation. This involves nontrivial methodology devel-
opments in expanded ensemble Monte Carlo simulations for open systems with long-ranged multibody interactions and necessitates further
improvements for efficient modeling of polarizable ions. Structural differences between fixed-charge and polarizable models were captured in
molecular dynamics simulations for a set of closed systems. Our open ensemble results with the BK3 model in neat-aqueous systems capture
the ∼10% reduction of molecular dipoles within the surface layer near the hydrophobic pore walls in analogy to reported quantum mechanical
calculations at water/vapor interfaces. The polarizability affects the interfacial dielectric behavior and weakens the electric-field dependence of
water absorption at pragmatically relevant porosities. We observe moderate changes in thermodynamic properties and atom and charged-site
spatial distributions; the Gaussian distribution of mobile charges on water and ions in the polarizable model shifts the density amplitudes
and blurs the charge-layering effects associated with increased ion absorption. The use of polarizable force field indicates an enhanced
response of interfacial ion distributions to applied electric field, a feature potentially important for in silico modeling of electric double layer
capacitors.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5094170

I. INTRODUCTION

Avoiding the complexities associated with computational treat-
ments of multibody effects, aqueous solutions are often modeled
using effective, pairwise-additive solute and solvent interactions. At
this level of approximation, molecular polarizability is accounted
for only implicitly through model parameterization. While often
enabling a reasonable description of liquid and solution proper-
ties,1,2 the additivity approximation becomes less accurate in the
presence of spatial anisotropies, e.g., at interfaces,3 as well as upon
addition of ionic species4 or external electric fields.5 Confined elec-
trolytes, in or out of applied electric fields, play an essential role

in biophysics and numerous technologies including energy appli-
cations. The need for better understanding and control of con-
fined electrolytes and their equilibrium with the environment moti-
vates developments of advanced models and pertinent sampling
algorithms. Incorporation of molecular polarizabilities is among
main potential improvements; however, it represents considerable
challenges in open systems with fluctuating density or composi-
tion. Grand Canonical (GC) ensemble sampling, which provides a
natural route to equilibrium properties of open systems, typically
relies on Monte Carlo (MC) techniques whose adaptations to multi-
body interactions are more complex than in Molecular Dynam-
ics (MD) simulations.5,6 Only a limited number of open [Grand
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Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) or Gibbs ensemble] studies have
so far addressed aqueous systems with polarizable molecular poten-
tials, typically in bulk systems.6–13 In the present article, we describe
an application of the multiple-particle-move (MPM) implemen-
tation14–17 of GCMC simulations to study the behavior of water
in nanoconfinement equilibrated with a bulk phase reservoir. We
present a comparison between conventional nonpolarizable and
polarizable model representations for field-free aqueous confine-
ments as well as confinements spanned by electric field. In both
scenarios, the confined fluid maintains equilibrium with a field-
free bulk environment. We determine the uptake of model water
molecules in the pores, the liquid structure in the confinement, and
key thermodynamic properties, pressure and interfacial free ener-
gies. To assess the differences in the dielectric response of the two
models, we monitor dipole changes of interfacial molecules in the
polarizable representation and compare the average dielectric con-
stants of the two models inside the confined liquid water film at
different strengths of applied fields. We also applied the multi-
particle move Expanded Ensemble Grand Canonical Monte Carlo
(EE-GCMC) method to address confinement/bulk NaCl solution
equilibria. Simultaneous accounts of multibody polarizability effects
and computationally demanding fractional exchanges of ions, how-
ever, render the method very compute-intense. Because of nonuni-
form spatial distributions, the convergence is considerably slower
than in the uniform-bulk-phase simulations. Systematic calculations
for polarizable-model confined electrolyte systems open to parti-
cle exchange will therefore require further code optimization. These
developments will be considered in a separate study. In the present
work, we provide a glimpse into molecular polarizability effects in
a confined electrolyte by focusing on structural differences between
the two types of force fields (FFs) at fixed compositions. The con-
centration of the confined solution used is consistent with a bulk
NaCl concentration of 2 mol kg−1 in nonpolarizable force field sim-
ulations. While the differences introduced with molecular polar-
izability appear moderate, a number of quantities, including the
increased wetting free energy inside the pore, the reduced hydration
pressure between the pore walls, and comparatively lower interfa-
cial permittivity, can likely be associated with notable reduction of
the mean molecular dipole of interfacial water in the polarizable
representation.

II. MODELS AND METHODS
A. Simulation methodology
1. Models

The BK3 water FF assumes the rigid geometry of TIP4P water18

with the gas phase experimental values of the OH bonds and HOH
angle. It models the nonelectrostatic interactions by the Buckingham
(EXP6) potential and the electrostatic interactions by massless Gaus-
sian charge distributions attached by harmonic springs to the rigid
backbone. An analogous representation is used to model polarizable
Na+ and Cl− ions.19 For further details and parameter values, see the
original papers.19,20

Interactions with the walls of the planar nanopores are
described by two different models, similarly to our previous study4,5

where we used extended simple charge model (SPC/E)21-Joung-
Cheatham (JC)22 FF.1–3

The first water-wall FF, hereafter called the smooth wall (SW)
model, describes the interaction of either wall (w) and the particle i
at position zi by the integrated 9-3 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential23–27

uiw(zi) = Ai(
σiw

∣zi − zw∣
)

9

− Bi(
σiw

∣zi − zw∣
)

3

, (1)

where zw = h/2 or −h/2, Ai = 4πρwσiw3εiw/45, Bi = 15Ai/2, ρw is
the presumed uniform number density of interacting sites of wall
material, and σiw and εiw are obtained by the Lorentz-Berthelot
rules applied to the water oxygen LJ parameters σO and εO and
LJ parameters of the wall interaction sites, εw and σw. To mimic
hydrocarbon walls in our previous simulations of the SPC/E FF,
we used σO = 3.166 Å, εO = 650 J/mol,13 ρw = 0.0333 Å−3, εw
= 0.6483 kJ/mol, and σw = 3.742 Å, which secured a contact angle
between the SPC/E water and the modeled walls within ∼127 ± 3○.
We keep the identical form of oxygen-wall potential in the BK3 sys-
tem; however, we reparameterize the wall energy parameter, εw, to
achieve a similar contact angle at a single wall system with both
models. We thus performed a set of simulations of small droplets
composed of 2028 BK3 molecules on a single smooth wall with dif-
ferent values of εw ranging from 600 to 2400 J/mol. By interpola-
tion, we obtained εw = 1.09 kJ/mol to yield a contact angle of 130
± 2○; this value was hence used in our EEGCMC simulations in the
confinement.

The second model of confinement walls, termed the molecu-
lar wall (MW) model, mimics the structure of butylated graphane.28

Unlike graphene, its saturated, pure sp3 derivative graphane29,30 is
an insulator with negligible polarizability. Moreover, it retains its
planar structure upon functionalization. We use butyl groups as
our previous analysis showed these groups achieved full conver-
gence of surface wettability with respect to chain length. Like in
previous studies,4,28 the surface density of alkyl groups is ∼4 nm−2,
close to typical density in self-assembled monolayers.31 A snapshot
of the MW confinement is shown in Fig. 1. Interactions of the
MW with the solution are of the Lennard-Jones type, with param-
eterization adopted from Jorgensen et al.,32 σCH3 = 3.905 Å, σCH2

= 3.905 Å, εCH2 = 0.7866 kJ/mol, σCH = 3.85 Å, εCH = 0.3347
kJ/mol, σC = 3.8 Å, εC = 0.2092 kJ/mol, and where we used εCH3

= 0.3347 kJ/mol resulting in contact angle ∼130 ± 2○ in our pre-
vious study of the SPC/E FF. In the BK3 system, εCH3 has been
adjusted by an identical factor (1.09/0.6483) as in the SW approach,
i.e., we used εCH3 = 0.5628 kJ/mol for the BK3-wall interaction in
the EEGCMC simulations. As will be shown below, this value repro-
duces the contact angle of the SPC/E system. The separation between
molecular walls was adjusted to produce the thickness of the liq-
uid film essentially identical to that observed in the SW model.
The structure and other details of the MW model are found in
Refs. 4 and 28.

An external field is applied by imposing fixed electric displace-
ment fields Dz of strengths 0.00885, 0.0177, or 0.0266 C m−2, which
would correspond to unscreened (vacuum) fields Eo between 1 and
3 V nm−1. The actual (dielectrically screened) fields Ef (averaged
over the width of aqueous slab) range from 0.03 to ∼0.15 V nm−1.
These field strengths are about an order of magnitude weaker than
the fields around ionic colloids,33,34 membranes,35 reverse micelles,36

or polyelectrolytes37 but are comparable to experimental fields in
ionic channels38 or near the atomic force microscope tip and can be
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FIG. 1. Snapshot of confined BK3 water film between alkyl-coated graphene plates
subject to perpendicular electric field. Field Ef spanning the aqueous film (average
strength ∼ 0.08 V nm−1) supports occasional penetrations of water molecules into
the alkyl brush.

safely manipulated in thin-layer AC and DC capacitance measure-
ments.39 Noteworthy, they also fall below the strengths that warrant
the use of field-dependent polarizability correction in applications of
the BK3 model of water.40

B. Technical details
We apply periodic boundary conditions in lateral directions

to mimic a nanopore of infinite (x,y) dimensions, and we calcu-
late electrostatic interactions by the slab-corrected Ewald method of
Yeh and Berkowitz,41 where an empty space of 10 nm is inserted
between the images along the z direction. We use the real-space cut-
off value Rc = 9.8 Å and the screening parameter α = π/Rc along with
15 × 15 × 45 vectors in the reciprocal space (kx, ky, kz). The tail
corrections to the Lennard-Jones and EXP6 interactions are treated
by the method from our earlier work.4 The insertion/deletion grand
canonical step was divided into 5 intermediate processes for water,
and 20 steps were used for ion pairs in the preliminary electrolyte
simulations. Parameter Rs from Eq. (1) was 0.25 nm. The positions
of Drude particles of the BK3 FF in each configuration were found
using a simple iteration terminated after none of the Drude parti-
cles moved more than 0.001 Å per iteration; typically, this required
4–5 iterations with a negligible numerical error in the potential
energy.

1. Monte Carlo
We simulate confined water using the Expanded Ensemble

Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (EEGCMC) method. The method,
relying on fractional particle exchanges, along with iterative deter-
mination of suitable biasing potential42 has been used in several

previous studies of pure water and electrolyte solutions confined
in planar pores comprised of neutral hydrophobic walls4,43 at dif-
ferent thermodynamic conditions including external electric fields.5
A detailed description of the method is found in Ref. 4; here, we
provide only a brief explanation and technical details relevant to its
application to the BK3 model of water.20

The EEGCMC method simulates a solution (or pure substance)
at specified confinement volume (corresponding to the width of
the pore, h), temperature, T, and chemical potential values of all
species constituting the solution, µi. As a result, equilibrium con-
figurations from the corresponding grand canonical ensemble are
obtained, and these are further statistically analyzed using stan-
dard methods to compute thermodynamic and structural properties,
e.g., mean number densities, concentration, number density profiles,
pressure tensor components, and interfacial free energies. Consider-
ing an equilibrium between the confined solution and a solution in
the bulk reservoir at specified values of T, molality, mbulk, and pres-
sure, Pbulk, the input chemical potentials µi must be equal to those
in the bulk reservoir. These input chemical potentials are calculated
in a separate bulk simulation prior to the simulation in confine-
ment. Due to very inefficient conventional grand canonical moves
in aqueous solutions, particle insertions/deletions are realized in
a sequence of subprocesses corresponding to virtual intermediate
reactions between fractional particles that are only partially coupled
to the system.4,6,44,45 Here, we study aqueous confinements using
the polarizable BK3 force field (FF) for water and NaCl ions,19,20

whose simulations are technically difficult and computationally
expensive.

First, due to the polarizability, the potential energy calcula-
tion of a system of polarizable particles cannot be separated to
pairwise contributions. This renders conventional one-particle MC
moves inefficient. We thus use multiple-particle MC moves14,17,46

for translations and rotations of all simulated particles simultane-
ously. This method has been shown to perform an order of mag-
nitude faster when compared with the conventional one-particle
MC moves, and it is also easily parallelizable. Alternatively, one
can use molecular dynamics (MD), which, however, is technically
more difficult when used in combination with the expanded grand
canonical ensemble and was thus not used here. We have, however,
used MD calculations in a set of confined NaCl systems with fixed
composition.

Second, the polarizable model introduces additional energetic
contributions, which must be treated correctly in the expanded
ensemble. Conveniently, the scaling scheme introduced in our pre-
vious work4,44 can be used without any changes. The original scheme
scales a general interaction potential u(rij) between two particles
(two interaction sites) i and j with coupling parameters λi and λj,
separated by the distance rij, as follows:

u(rij,λi,λj) = λiλju([rij2 + Rs
2
(1 − λiλj)2

]
1/2

), (2)

where Rs is a constant parameter comparable to the molecular size
and the λ values are from the interval (0, 1) corresponding to
(uncoupled ideal gas particle, fully coupled particle). We note that
this scheme applies solely to the intermolecular interactions and has
no impact on intramolecular contributions (e.g., the potential energy
of Drude springs).6 We also note that long range electrostatics19,22
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FIG. 2. The dependence of the aver-
age numbers of water molecules (top),
normal pressure (middle), and interfacial
tension σ (bottom) on the strength of the
average electric field across the aqueous
slab in BK3 (black) or SPC/E (blue sym-
bols) molecules between smooth (left) or
butyl-coated walls (right) in GCMC sim-
ulations maintaining equilibrium between
the pore and a bulk reservoir of water at
ambient conditions.

TABLE I. EE-GCMC results for the actual voltage ⟨U⟩ across open pores of width h (1.64 nm for smooth walls and 2.82
nm for alkyl-coated walls) equilibrated with a field-free bulk phase. The pores are spanned by electric displacement fields
Dz, corresponding to the vacuum (unscreened) voltages Uo, and ⟨U⟩ is the actual voltage. ⟨U⟩ reflects the screening inside
the film with nonzero charge density arising from partial charges on water molecules. The width of the film df is between

1.45 and 1.66 Å. ⟨Uf⟩ is the potential difference across the film, ⟨Ef⟩ is the mean electric field, and εf = ⟨ 1
ε�(z) ⟩

−1

df
is the

effective dielectric constant along the pore normal, averaged over the film width df. Bold: butyl coated walls, otherwise: smooth
walls.

System: mbulk
mol kg−1

Dz
C m−2

h
nm

df
nm

Uo
V

⟨U⟩
V

⟨Uf ⟩
V

⟨Ef ⟩
V nm−1 εf

SPC/E . . . 0.00885 1.64 1.45 1.64 0.230 0.040 0.028 36
SPC/E . . . 0.0177 1.64 1.45 3.28 0.473 0.093 0.064 31
SPC/E . . . 0.0266 1.64 1.45 4.92 0.720 0.150 0.103 29
SPC/E-JC 1.0 0.0177 1.64 1.45 3.28 0.464 0.084 0.058 35
SPC/E-JC 2.0 0.0177 1.64 1.45 3.28 0.455 0.075 0.052 39
BK3 . . . 0.00885 1.64 1.45 1.64 0.236 0.046 0.032 32
BK3 . . . 0.0177 1.64 1.45 3.28 0.487 0.107 0.074 27
BK3 . . . 0.0266 1.64 1.45 4.92 0.790 0.22 0.152 20
SPC/E . . . 0.0177 2.82 1.65 5.64 2.45 0.117 0.071 28
SPC/E-JC 1.0 0.0177 2.82 1.65 5.64 2.43 0.097 0.059 34
SPC/E-JC 4.0 0.0177 2.82 1.65 5.64 2.44 0.110 0.076 31
BK3 . . . 0.00885 2.82 1.57 2.82 1.30 0.054 0.034 29
BK3 . . . 0.0177 2.82 1.59 5.64 2.58 0.128 0.081 25
BK3 . . . 0.0266 2.82 1.66 8.45 3.68 0.211 0.127 24
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is not affected by the second term in the argument of u in Eq. (1),
which means that long ranged Ewald summation contributions are
only scaled by the product of pertinent λ values, equivalent to simply
scaling magnitudes of the interacting charges.6

Our confined systems maintain equilibrium with the (implicit)
bulk reservoir at T = 298.15 K and Pbulk = 1 bar. The corresponding
chemical potentials are adopted from our previous work.6 In neat
water, µH2O = −237.2 kJ/mol, which contains the ideal gas contri-
bution taken from the NIST-JANAF Thermochemical Tables, µH2O

o

= −228.582 kJ/mol.47

2. Molecular dynamics
In a set of selected situations, we studied solution structures

using NVT Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. We used GRO-
MACS 2018.4 to simulate SPC/E water with Joung Cheatham (JC)
ions.21,22 Due to a software incompatibility, simulations using the
polarizable BK3 water model with AH ions, or BK3-AH,19,20 in con-
finement were performed using MACSIMUS, which is written and
maintained by Kolafa.48

These simulations were performed using pore compositions
corresponding to an unperturbed bulk electrolyte concentration
of 2.0 mol kg−1 obtained from EEGCMC results and were used
to gain a better understanding of the structure within the pore
over a longer period of time. The system was subjected to exter-
nal electric fields of various strengths which are described in
Sec. II A 1. All MD simulations were 10 ns in length and performed
using smooth walls with 1.64 nm separation. Periodic boundary
conditions were used with cutoffs of 9.8 Å and 10.0 Å for fixed-
charge and polarizable models, respectively. Long ranged electro-
static interactions for the fixed-charge model were calculated using
the fast smooth particle-mesh Ewald summation,49 and the polar-
izable model utilizes the classical Ewald summation. Both models
employ the appropriate correction41 to account for the 2-D periodic-
ity in the slab geometry. The time step in the MD simulation was 2 fs.
The Nose-Hoover thermostat was used to keep the temperature at
298 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Thermodynamics

Thermodynamic properties and water absorption presented as
functions of the average electric field, ⟨Ef⟩, spanning the width of the
water film df (the width of the region with nonzero average charge
density from the H2O atoms), are shown in Fig. 2. The averaged
electric fields ⟨Ef ⟩ correspond to imposed electric displacement
fields Dz listed along with the corresponding ⟨Ef ⟩ values in Table I.
Somewhat stronger ⟨Ef ⟩ values are shown in the case of molecu-
lar walls where df includes a low-water-density region associated
with slight penetration of water between the hydrophobic chains of
the walls. In the SW system, the field dependence of water uptake
inside the pores is weaker for BK3 than for SPC/E water but the total
absorption is higher for BK3 water. When molecular walls are used,
the dependence on the electric field appears to be similar for both
water models; however, larger error bars associated with compute-
intense BK3 runs prevent a definitive statement for this model. As
shown in detail in forthcoming Figs. 3–9, the structure of confined

FIG. 3. Density distributions of BK3 (black solid curves) or SPC/E (blue dashed
curves) molecules across the nanopore between a pair of smooth walls at sep-
aration 1.64 nm in equilibrium with the bulk phase at ambient conditions in the
absence (bottom) or presence of perpendicular fields (directed from the left to
the right wall) of strengths (from bottom to top) Dz = 0.0, 0.00885, 0.0177, and
0.0266 C m−2. Statistical uncertainties are of the order of ±1%.

water shows subtle differences between the two models with the
polarizable model providing a more realistic picture in the presence
or absence of an electric field.

A larger pressure normal to the walls is observed for SPC/E
water with a tendency to increase with increasing field strength
for both models. The trend of increasing pressure associated with
increased uptake of water in the pore upon increasing field strength
holds true for both wall types. Significant differences between wet-
ting free energies are present between the two wall types. In addition,
SPC/E has a lower wetting free energy using molecular walls but
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FIG. 4. The average magnitude of the molecular dipoles of BK3 (solid curves)
molecules as functions of the position inside the pore in the absence (black solid
curves) or presence of electric displacement field of strength 0.0266 C m−2 (gray
dotted curves) between smooth (bottom) or molecular (butyl-coated) walls (top) in
GCMC simulations maintaining equilibrium between the pore and a bulk reservoir
of water at ambient conditions. Horizontal lines correspond to bulk values of the
dipoles of BK3 (black dashed lines) and SPC/E (blue dashed lines) molecules.

smaller differences are present between the two water models for
SW. Results for the polarizable model, however, are still consistent
with the wetting behavior noted in our previous papers based on the
nonpolarizable representation.4,5,26

B. Structure
While the properties of unperturbed bulk water may be prop-

erly described regardless of whether the molecular polarization is
taken into account, the effects of molecular polarizability on struc-
tural properties become more important once water is placed in
a confinement and especially when subjected to an external elec-
tric field. In the left column of Fig. 2, we compare the differ-
ence in water uptake into a SW system with a wall separation of
1.64 nm between SPC/E and BK3 water models. There is a notice-
able increase in the number of water molecules absorbed into the
pore when using the polarizable model (Fig. 2), which in turn
leads to a more pronounced structure at the interface (Fig. 3).
In both cases, the ordering of water molecules persists through-
out the pore as one would expect from previous studies.4,5,26 The
enhanced peaks near the interface for BK3 water are likely a crowd-
ing effect due to the increase in the overall density within the pore.
In addition, there is a marked difference between the two mod-
els once an external field is applied. SPC/E water shows a much
stronger polarity dependence on the field, which is evidenced by
the strongly depleted peak near the right wall, where the field is
pointing toward the wall. The presence of Gaussian charges on
springs reduces the polarity dependence because the more flexible

FIG. 5. The average orientation of molecular dipoles of BK3 (black solid curves) or
SPC/E molecules (blue dashed curves) measured in terms of the angle θ between
the dipole and the direction of the field (normal to the walls) as functions of the
position inside the pore at electric displacement fields Dz = 0.0, 0.00885, 0.0177,
and 0.0266 C m−2 (from bottom to top) between smooth walls in GCMC simula-
tions maintaining equilibrium between the pore and a bulk reservoir of water at
ambient conditions.

charge distribution is well suited to accommodate both the orien-
tational water-wall preferences and the dipole alignment with the
field.

The inherent weakness of fixed charge models is the inability of
their charge distribution to respond to physical changes in a system.
Our results shown in Fig. 4 reveal a notable difference in the aver-
age molecular dipole moments between the bulk phase water and
water near the interface both with and without the presence of an
electric field. While average dipole moments of both SPC/E, 2.35 D,
and BK3, 2.64 D, water are lower than the experimental value, 3.0 D,
a reduction in the average dipole moment of over 10% near the
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FIG. 6. The average charge density pro-
files of BK3 (black solid curves) or SPC/E
molecules (blue dashed curves) as func-
tions of the position inside the pore at
fields Dz = 0.0, 0.00885, 0.0177, and
0.0266 C m−2 (from bottom to top)
between smooth walls in GCMC simu-
lations maintaining equilibrium between
the pore and a bulk reservoir of water
at ambient conditions. Charge densities
are calculated by placing entire charges
at charge site centers (left) or by explic-
itly accounting for the Gaussian charge
distributions in the BK3 model (right).

interface can be seen, which is consistent with previous first princi-
ples studies.20,50–53 In the case of the molecular walls, water is able to
somewhat penetrate into the gaps between butyl-chains overcoming
the weak steric hindrance.

This effect, illustrated in Fig. 1, is enhanced in the presence of
an electric field and can play a role in somewhat different reduc-
tions of the dipole moment of BK3 molecules at the SW and MW
interfaces.

While water orientations are biased, as expected,23,24 next to
confining walls, there is a significant difference in the extent of
spontaneous orientation of interfacial molecules when using a non-
polarizable model and a polarizable model. In Fig. 5, we display
water’s orientation in terms of cosine of the angle formed between
the dipole of water and the direction of the electric field, which is
normal to the plates. In both cases, water orients similarly in the
intermediate region between the plates; however, the region of inter-
est is near the interface. Under zero field, it is evident that water
orientation-bias near the interface is more dramatic for the fixed-
charge model than for the polarizable model. It is possible that for

this reason, water exhibits the behavior seen in Fig. 3, showing the
tendency toward the right-hand-side (field pointing toward the wall)
peak depletion is much more prominent in the fixed charge model.
Finally, the structure near the interface for the polarizable model
persists for a slightly longer distance as evidenced by the slight shift
in first and last peak locations and the requirement of a stronger
field to elicit a similar response in dipole orientation to that of the
SPC/E water. Additionally, even at higher field strengths, the orien-
tation between the two models differs. Notable charge oscillations as
a result of the difference in the atom densities associated with the
orientations of water molecules are present for both models studied,
in analogy with previous studies.4,5,23 We use two distinct metrics of
charge distribution in BK3 water: in one, we ascribe entire atomic
charges to the charge site positions, and in the other, we explicitly
account for the Gaussian distribution of the charges. When com-
paring the charge densities between the two models based on only
point-charges in Fig. 6, we can observe peaks near the walls to be
similar in both height and location for no electric field. Peaks in
the middle of the system are slightly shifted and with reduced peak
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FIG. 7. Density distributions of BK3 (black solid curves) or SPC/E (blue dashed
curves) molecules across the nanopore between a pair of butyl-coated graphane
walls at separation 2.81 nm in equilibrium with the bulk phase at ambient conditions
in the absence (bottom) or presence of perpendicular field (directed from the left
to the right wall) of strength Dz = 0 (bottom) or 0.0266 C m−2 (top). Statistical
uncertainties are of the order of ±1%.

FIG. 8. The average orientation of molecular dipoles of BK3 (black solid curves)
or SPC/E molecules (blue dashed curves) measured in terms of the angle θ
between the dipole and the direction of the field (normal to the walls) as func-
tions of the position inside the pore at fields Dz = 0.0 C m−2 (bottom) and Dz

= 0.0266 C m−2 (top) between butyl-coated walls in GCMC simulations main-
taining equilibrium between the pore and a bulk reservoir of water at ambient
conditions.

amplitude for SPC/E water, which is a trend that persists when we
apply an electric field. In addition, a greater difference between the
peaks near the interfaces is observed, with increasing electric field
strengths, for SPC/E water than for BK3 water. This reduced effect
on BK3 water is especially noticeable when we explicitly account
for the Gaussian distributions. Large shifts in the peak locations
and amplitudes occur once the Gaussian distributions are accounted
for, which results in a slightly more smoothed out distribution with
smaller oscillations. These peak shifts effectively switch the profiles
when relating charge distributions for BK3 water and SPC/E water.
The rightmost peaks are enhanced under an electric field for the
point-charge calculations, while the Gaussian density distribution
shows enhancement of the leftmost peak, which corresponds more
directly to the changes in the density profile shown in Fig. 3. Fur-
thermore, positive values for the Gaussian distribution are in similar
positions as oxygen in Fig. 3, which is not the case for point-charge
densities.

Similar trends to the simulation using SW can be observed
when utilizing molecular walls at a separation of 2.81 nm, which
results in a pore size of approximately 1.64 nm (Fig. 7). However,
water molecules can somewhat penetrate and reside between the
butyl groups that coat the graphane surface. The residence time the
molecules remain trapped inside the brush increases upon applying
an electric field. For molecular walls, there is more room for water to
orient near the butyl groups which results in a much smoother drop
in the density profile. In addition, the enhancement of the left-most
peak and subsequent depletion of the right-most peak correspond-
ing to water near the left wall and right wall, respectively, more
closely resemble the density profile of BK3 water on SW. That is, the
depletion of the right peak is not as profound as observed with the
SPC/E model. This is due to the maximal orientation bias when the
wall is smooth and the molecules feature a rigid distribution of atom
charges. A rough wall renders many orientations acceptable at parts
of the surface. The overall results for molecular walls are consistent
with our previous work.4,5

We now turn to the comparison between molecular orienta-
tions at the two wall types (SW and MW). The differences in aver-
age molecular orientations, both with and without electric field,
observed near the interface may be derived from the softer inter-
action with the butyl groups. However, the differences in average
orientation with respect to the electric field are not as profound
as those found in the density profiles of Fig. 3. This in combi-
nation with the overall difference in dipole orientations near the
interface confirms that the ability to polarize in response to a field
is crucial to get a sense of both dynamic and structural proper-
ties in confined water. Penetration into the alkyl brush can also
be observed when looking at the average charge density profiles
in Fig. 9 as observed elsewhere.5 In both SPC/E and BK3 mod-
els, this penetration is present; however, a more ordered structure
becomes evident for BK3 water when an electric field is applied.
This order extends even into the butyl groups and is present when
Gaussian charges are explicitly considered. In this case, the asym-
metry of the charge density distribution seems to be greater for the
SPC/E model with an extra peak present near the right wall which
is smoothed over for the Gaussian charge calculation. Shifts in peak
positions and amplitudes persist as was the case in the SW imple-
mentation; however, the profiles are not swapped. Meaning, the
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FIG. 9. The average charge density pro-
files of BK3 (black solid curves) or SPC/E
molecules (blue dashed curves) as func-
tions of the position inside the pore at
fields Dz = 0 (bottom) or 0.0266 C m−2

(top) between butyl-coated walls in
GCMC simulations maintaining equilib-
rium between the pore and a bulk reser-
voir of water at ambient conditions.
Charge densities are calculated by plac-
ing entire charges at charge site posi-
tions (left) or by explicitly accounting for
the Gaussian charge distributions in the
BK3 model (right).

enhanced peaks remain near the same wall for both charge density
calculation methods. Because of more effective balancing of posi-
tive and negative contributions from smeared Gaussian charges, the
nonzero charge density between the butylated walls spans a wider
region with the SPC/E model notwithstanding similar oxygen atom
distributions.

Charge density contributions for H and O atoms have been
individually calculated in Fig. 10 for comparison to the average
local charge densities. For BK3 water, calculations were performed
both by placing point-charges on molecular sites and by explic-
itly accounting for Gaussian distributions of charge. Only point-
charge calculations can be performed for SPC/E water. Comparison

FIG. 10. The H (long-dashed curves) and O (dotted curves) contributions to local charge density ρq(z) for BK3 (black curves) and SPC/E (blue curves) water models and
total charge-density profiles of BK3 (solid black curves) or SPC/E molecules (short-dashed blue curves) as functions of the position inside the pore between smooth walls in
GCMC simulations maintaining equilibrium between the pore and a bulk reservoir of water at ambient conditions. The left graphs are obtained in the absence and the right
ones in the presence of electric field of strength Dz = 0.0266 C m−2. Individual contributions from oxygen and hydrogen atoms greatly exceed the total densities. Charge
densities are calculated by placing entire charges at charge site positions (bottom) or by explicitly accounting for the correct Gaussian charge distributions in the BK3 model
(top). The former method shows small differences between the two models, whereas the actual densities due to the Gaussian charges in the BK3 model feature smoother
profiles with reduced amplitudes and a considerable shift of the extrema relative to the distributions of point-charges.
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between point-charge calculation yields little difference between the
models with only slightly sharper peaks for BK3 water. This peak
pronunciation is greatly lessened, however, when observing the slit
charge density profiles due to the Gaussian charges, which results
in overall smaller density amplitudes and peak shifts compared to
SPC/E water. The origin of the essentially flipped charge density pro-
file, discussed in Fig. 6, for Gaussian charges becomes a bit clearer
with the smoothing of the larger negative charge build up for the
point-charge model near the wall.

It is of interest to note that the polarizability-induced changes
in atom density profiles (Figs. 3 and 7) are much milder than
the changes in the corresponding charge-density distributions. The
main reason for the relative insensitivity of the actual liquid struc-
ture is the fact that steric forces keep charged atoms at separations
well above the width of the Gaussian charges; thus, the difference
between the interactions among point charges and those of the
Gaussian form is much smaller than could be inferred from the
charge-density profiles along a single coordinate while averaged over
the remaining (lateral) directions.

The knowledge about the charge density profiles such as those
illustrated in Fig. 9 can be used in the characterization of the dielec-
tric response of the confined polar liquid. For this purpose, we moni-
tor the effective width of the water slab between the walls, df , defined
as the width with nonvanishing density of charges from hydrogen
and oxygen atoms. The values of df observed in our simulated sys-
tems are collected in Table I. Using the test-charge method,5 we
also sampled the average voltage drop ⟨U⟩ between the opposite
wall positions separated by the distance h. In our model system,
any dielectric screening occurs within the slab layer of width df . The
difference between the actual voltage ⟨U⟩ and the expected voltage
in vacuum Uo = Dzh/εo alows us to estimate the effective dielec-
tric constant along the direction normal to the walls, εf ≡ ⟨

1
ε�(z) ⟩

−1

df

= (1 − ⟨U⟩−Uo
U0

h
df
)
−1, as well as the average field Ef = U0/hεf , both

averaged over the thickness of the aqueous slab df . Table I shows the
simulated voltages, effective dielectric constants, and average elec-
tric fields Ef exerted on water molecules in the confinement. Despite
statistical uncertainties of the above estimates, our data consistently
show a reduction in the permittivity of confined polarizable water
below that of the nonpolarizable model. The opposite holds true for
dielectric constants of the two models in the bulk phase, where εBK3
> εSPC/E. The reversal is explained by two effects: (a) the reduction of
the dipole moment of interfacial BK3 molecules relative to the bulk
value (See Fig. 4), causing a decrease in εf in narrow confinements
where a significant fraction of the molecules is affected, and (b) the
blurred amplitudes of the BK3 charge density profiles (Figs. 6 and 9)
along the wall normal z, ρq(z), due to the considerable overlapping
of Gaussian charges projected on the z axis. The true (3-D) overlap
between these charges is, of course, minimal due to steric exclusion
as charges with centers at similar positions z remain well separated
in the lateral (x, y) directions.

Comparisons between the results for εf between smooth and
molecular walls also indicate an additional reduction of the dielectric
constant when water is confined between molecular (alkyl-coated)
walls (MWs). This reduction, consistently observed with both polar-
izable and nonpolarizable models of water, reflects the ability of
water molecules to sporadically penetrate between the molecular

chains on the walls. Rare penetration events increase the apparent
film thickness df resulting in lower average εf , while the dielectric
properties inside the rest of the film remain unaffected.

The Expanded Ensemble Grand Canonical Monte Carlo
(EEGCMC) simulations of electrolyte solutions have proven too
costly for systematic studies of bulk-confinement equilibria of salt
solutions using the polarizable force field. To assess the impor-
tance of molecular polarizabilities on the structure of confined

FIG. 11. Top: The average charge density profiles due to BK3 (black lines) or
SPC/E (blue lines) water molecules and polarizable NaCl ions in BK3 water (black
circles) or JC ions in SPC/E (blue circles) solvent in a field-free nanopore with
smooth walls and an equilibrium reservoir concentration of ∼2 mol kg−1. Bottom:
Comparison between the profiles for BK3-AH solutions from the top graph (black
lines and symbols) and the results obtained in the same system when explicitly
accounting for the Gaussian charge distributions of the BK3-AH system. Overlap-
ping Gaussian distributions reduce the density amplitudes of water and visibly shift
the extrema of water contribution. A slight smoothing of the salt charge distribution
is present.
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electrolytes, we performed molecular dynamics simulations in
closed (NVT) systems with selected compositions suggested from
previous EEGCMC simulations. In BK3-AH simulations described
in Fig. 11, we use initial configurations obtained from MD runs
employing the SPC/E-JC model with a bulk equilibrium reservoir
concentration of ∼2 mol kg−1 and a pore with smooth walls under
no electric field. Charge density distributions are calculated using
both the point-charges and using explicitly calculated Gaussian dis-
tributions. Ions tend to reside in the center of the pore as was found
in previous studies.5,54 Ions are slightly more structured for the
BK3-AH model with little change in charge distribution when Gaus-
sian charges are taken into account. Charge distribution for water
remains virtually the same for both models near the surface, but the
same small shift, as in Fig. 6, in density can be observed for the inner
peaks. A reduction of density amplitudes and shifts, similar to those

FIG. 12. Top: The average charge density profiles due to BK3 (black lines) or
SPC/E (blue lines) water molecules and polarizable NaCl ions in BK3 water (black
circles) or JC ions in SPC/E (blue circles) solvent nanopore with smooth walls
under electric displacement field Dz = 0.0177 C m−2, corresponding to a field-free
reservoir with a NaCl concentration of ∼2 mol kg−1. Bottom: Comparison between
the profiles for BK3-AH solutions from the top graph (black lines and symbols) and
the results obtained in the BK3-AH system (blue lines and symbols) when explicitly
accounting for the Gaussian charge distributions of mobile charges (blue lines and
symbols).

noted with Figs. 6 and 9, can be observed when accounting for the
Gaussian distributions of atom charges.

The system described in Fig. 12 was subjected to a field, Dz, of
0.0177 C m−2. The asymmetric response to the electric field is analo-
gous to that in pure water.5 Despite a noticeable redistribution of the
ions, their tendency to reside in the center of the pore is unchanged.
Notably, the ion response to the field is more pronounced in the
polarizable model, suggesting that this representation can be supe-
rior in studies of electric double layer, especially at the quantita-
tive level. Overall, the structured AH ion profile is similar as in
the absence of the field, but the smoothing of the charge distribu-
tion resulting from explicitly calculating Gaussian charge densities
is more evident. Water peak enhancement due to the field follows
a similar trend as in Figs. 6 and 9, showing flipped enhancements
between the charge density profiles resulting from the point-charge
model and the Gaussian charge model, with the latter being rel-
evant for the overall dielectric response in a confined polarizable
liquid.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Neglect of molecular polarizability can be a serious simplifica-

tion in modeling aqueous interfaces under the influence of electric
fields from ions or an external source. To assess the importance
of the effect, we performed molecular simulations of a nanoporous
model system permeated by water or salt solution modeled by two
distinct force fields. We used the nonpolarizable extended simple
charge model (SPC/E) along with the Joung-Cheatham model for
ions and the polarizable BK3-AH model, which treats partial charges
as Gaussian charge clouds attached to atoms by harmonic springs.
Our model liquid was placed between a pair of hydrocarbon-like
plates with weak wetting propensity to monitor the field-induced
changes of water uptake from the bulk environment. We also
monitored the variation of confinement pressure and interfacial
tension as well as atom and charge density distributions in the
pores.

Regardless of the external field, we find the mean dipoles of
interfacial water molecules are about 10% lower than in the bulk
phase when using the polarizable model. The observed reduction
is in good agreement with the prediction from the first principles
calculations for water/vapor interfaces. The smeared atomic charges
of the polarizable model, intended to mimic the electronic distribu-
tion in real molecules, result in shifted extrema and lowered ampli-
tudes of charge density profiles across the nanopores, weakening
the liquid dielectric response. In pure water, the above confinement
effects result in reduction of the permittivity of polarizable-model
water relative to the nonpolarizable one. Although the permittivity
of the polarizable BK3 model in the bulk phase is over 10% higher
than that of the nonpolarizable (SPC/E) one, the order is reversed
in the confinement where the average permittivity of the polariz-
able water falls around 20% below the value for the nonpolarizable
model. Conversely, in the presence of dissolved salt, molecular and
ion polarizabilities enhance the electric double layer response to the
field.

The pronounced changes in the charge density distributions,
averaged over the cross section of the pores, are not accom-
panied by comparable changes in the intermolecular potentials
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since interatomic steric exclusion prevents any significant over-
lap between the Gaussian charges on adjacent atoms. As a result,
we observe only moderate changes of selected thermodynamic
properties and the liquid density profiles across the pore. Open
ensemble simulations of the pore-bulk phase equilibrium reveal a
stronger pore absorption of polarizable water in the absence of
the applied electric field, whereas the field-induced enhancement
of water uptake is bigger in the nonpolarizable model. The strong
effects of field direction, previously revealed in a nonpolarizable
system, are weaker with the polarizable model, which is better
suited to reconcile the competing trends of spontaneous and field-
induced orientations in interfacial water. The above differences war-
rant the consideration of polarizable force fields for studies of con-
fined water and solutions. Methodological improvements will be
required to extend the present open ensemble (expanded ensemble
grand canonical) simulations of pore-environment equilibria in neat
water to systematically study open electrolyte systems in polarizable
representation.
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